**College of Humanities**

1. The (3-year) Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Social Science degrees have two majors (as listed below) and are offered at the Howard College and/or Pietermaritzburg Campuses.

   NOTE: Kindly refer to the current handbook to check on which campus a specific major is offered.

   - Afrikaans
   - German
   - Anthropology
   - History
   - Applied Lang Studies
   - Indus, Organisational & Labour Studies
   - Art History
   - Industrial Psychology
   - Biblical Studies
   - IsiZulu
   - Classics
   - Italian
   - Classical Civilisation
   - Kiswahili
   - Community Development
   - Linguistics
   - Criminology
   - Media & Cultural Studies
   - Cultural & Heritage Tourism
   - Music
   - Digital Arts
   - Philosophy
   - Drama & Performance Studies
   - Political Science
   - Development Studies
   - Psychology
   - Economic History & Development Studies
   - Religion
   - Education & Development
   - Sociology
   - English
   - Translation Studies
   - Ethics Studies
   - Fine Arts
   - French
   - Geography

2. **Alternate Majors (for BA or BSS) that are offered by other Colleges to Humanities students.**

   Note: you may only choose one for the relevant qualification from this list and one from List above:


3. **The following (3-year) Structured Degrees are offered** (these qualifications only have one specialisation):


4. **There are a variety of specializations offered for the (4-year) Bachelor of Education on the Edgewood campus.**